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??? ??????????????? ????????? with Mayu
??
??? ????? ????????????????????? with Mayu
?? ??????
??? ????????? ??? ????? “????” by Yuma & Aimi ??
??? U-C????????????? with Ryuta & Tamaki
?? ??????
??? ???? U-C????????? ???? ?????? ????????
??? ????????????????????????????? with Tateishi
??
??? ????????????????????????????? with Tateishi
?? ??????
??? ??????? ??????????
??? Potluck Party ????With Shuta & Tamaki U-C
?? ??????
??? ????????????? with Brian & Ryuta
U-C
??? ????????????????? ??????? with Brian
?? ??????
??? Tamaki-san ? Farmers Market Report





??? ????? FM??????????????????????????????????? ????
??
??? ????? FM?????????????????????? ????? ????????????
?? ??????
??? ???????? Mugiko? ???????? with Tamaki
??? ????? FM????????????????????????????? ???? ????????? ??
?? ??????
??? ???? ??? Billiken-san ????? ????????????
??? ???????? with Mike U-C
?? ??????
??? ???????!?? ?????? in Chicago
??? Tsujino ??????? ?????? ??
?? ??????
??? ?????? ???????? ???? with Yoshinori
??
??? ?????? ???????? ???? with Yoshinori
?? ?????? ?? ??????????? ??????? with ??? Sayuri ??
?? ??????
??? Euro ? ????????? ???????? with Tateishi
??
??? ?????????? ??????? with Tateishi
?? ??????
??? ???????????? ??????????
??? ????????? BBQ ???
?? ??????
??? ?????????????? ???
??? Grassroots Radio Conference ???????? ??









??? PECHAKUCHA NIGHT ?????? GRC ???????
??? Tateishi ?????? ?HOWE? vol. 21 ???????????????????????
??
??? Twitter ?????? ???? ????????????? with Tateishi
?? ???????
??? State Fair ????????
??? GRC ??? ?????????????????????
??? ????????????
?? ??????
??? UC??? Toshiko ??
??
??? ??????? ???????????? with Toshiko
?? ??????
??? ???????? with Lindsey U-C
??? Sound Message ??????? by Asako, from Kobe ??
??? ????????????? ????????
?? ??????
??? WRFU and ‘Community ‘Radio in US with Danielle ?In English?
U-C





??? ????? Labor Day???????
??? PACA????????????? ????? ??????? with Tom
?? ??????
??? UC??????
??? ?????????????????? with Tamaki
?? ??????
??? ??????????? with Kurihara ??
??
??? ??????????? with Kurihara ??
?? ??????
??? ?????????????
??? ?????????????????????? ???????????? ???
?? ??????
??? ????????? ????? ????? ????
??
??? ???????????????????? with Toshiko
?? ??????
??? ????? ????? ????????????????
??? MEDIA ROCCO INTERNET COMMUNICATIONS ?MRIC? with Tsujino ??
?? ??????
??? Tamaki-san ??????? ???? ??????? ??? Urbana ???????
??? ??????? FM? WRFU ????
?? ??????




??? ???????Zine???? ??? ?????? with Tateishi
??
??? ????? ??????? ?????? ?????? with Tateishi
?? ??????
??? Folk&Roots Festival? ?????????????????
??? ???????????????????????????
?? ??????
??? ?????????????????????????? with Tsujino ??
??? UC??????? WRFU ? Tower ????
?? ??????
??? ????????????????????
??? Champaign-Urbana’s community magazine ???????? ?Buzz?
??? U-C??????
?? ??????
??? ???????? ???????? ???????? ????????????? ??????? ?????
??? ?????? U-C?????????Japan 
??? Washitake ?????? ?IJA ???? ??????? MBA? ????????? ????? U-C
?? ?????? ?? ?????????????????????
?? ??????
??? U-C??????
??? Harukana Show ????? ???? Hyperlocal Media ??????
??
??? Harukana Show ????? ???? Hyperlocal Media ?????????
?? ??????
??? ??????? U-C??
??? ????????????????????? ????? with ????? ??
??
?? ?????? ?? ????????????????????? ????? with ????? ??
?? ??????
??? ???????????UC
??? ??????????? ?????? ????
??
??? ??????????? ?????? ????
?? ??????
??? ????????????
??? ????????? ???????? with Kokai U-C
?? ??????




??? ??????????? with Nishiki&Imari ??
